Visualise and manage any
device on any network,
from smartphones through
to satellite trackers,
Bluetooth beacons to
LoRaWAN sensors.

Automate actions and alerts using the
ultra-flexible rules generator

Utilise useful and relevant data stored
against users and devices

Communicate with any type of device
using any type of protocol

Utilise our impressive range of
customisable map tools and map types

Broadcast messages to all or specified
devices based on your own criteria

Manage your escalation and response
coordination through one system

Integrate with Alarm and Emergency
Control Centres (internal or external)

Set up automatic check-ins, SOS alerting,
messaging and monitoring

Access your data easily and integrate with
3rd party systems using our API

Store your data securely in any of our
authorised global data centres

Import data using our bulk uploader and
onboard new customers with ease

How is the GAP Portal used today?

Integrate GAP
Portal into
your solution
today...

Helping businesses to satisfy duty of
care obligations and safety legislation

Managing journeys, vehicles and driver
behaviour

Managing and optimising assets in
remote, rural and urban environments

Monitoring vessels, maritime equipment
and people at sea

Protecting lone workers and travellers
globally in complex and challenging
environments

Tracking aircraft, airport assets, flights
and business travel

ALL IN ONE PLACE
With the GAP Portal you have everything you
need to monitor your entire network of people
and things. Its intuitive user interface, quick
search tools and rules engine makes it easy to
navigate, visualise and manage your assets in
real-time. Through one system, you can
communicate with people and assets using a
wide-range of notification channels and
message protocols from SMS and email
through to voice.

PRIVACY BY DESIGN
The GAP Portal allows you to manage even the
most complex organisational structures, data
protection requirements and permission
hierarchies. Strict segmentation of data is
applied to all classes and components, allowing
you and your customers to organise the
system into cohesive elements and
responsibilities. Delegated administration can
be achieved using a number of core GAP
components such as Tenants, Groups, Roles &
Collections.

POWERFUL AUTOMATION
The GAP Portal makes it easy for you to
automate time-sensitive actions and
notifications based on specific criteria and
operational objectives. Our powerful Event
Engine allows you to manage and optimise all
of your devices and users with minimal manual
intervention. You can set up rules to automate
the management of any type of device or user,
simply and efficiently.

Join us on our journey to connect the world with our platform…
Do you want to become GAP Certified?
Do you want to rebrand and resell our
applications and packaged solutions?
Then you could be a GAP Champion get in touch to find out more...

Do you want to use GAP to build new
applications or solutions? Do you want
to work with us to develop groundbreaking technology? Right this way you’re a GAP Innovator...

novasystems.com
products@novasystems.com

